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EQUATING
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John J. Norcini
American Board of Internal Medicine

INTRODUCTION
Testing programs nearly always need examinations that measure the same
thing, but are composed of different questions (i.e., alternate forms of the same
test). When different questions are used, however, there is no assurance that
scores on the forms are equivalent; different sets of items might be easier or harder
and, therefore, produce higher or lower scores. Equating is used to overcome this
problem. Simply stated, it is the design and statistical procedure that permits
scores on one form of a test to be comparable to scores on an alternate form.
A hypothetical example will help explain why equating is needed. Suppose
Fred takes a certifying examination for aspiring baseball umpires. The examination has 100 questions sampled from the domain of questions about baseball rules
and regulations. Fred gets 50 questions right and receives a score of 50. Ethel also
takes an examination about baseball rules and regulations, but her test is composed
of 100 different items. Ethel gets 70 questions right. Does Ethel know more about
baseball than Fred? Or, might it be that Fred's test was much more difficult than
Ethel's test, and contrary to appearances, Fred knows more about baseball than
Ethel? The answers to these questions lie in equating, the process of ensuring that
scores from multiple forms of the same test are comparable.
Equating is a technical topic and it generally requires a considerable background in statistics. The goal of this chapter is to provide a helpful and readable
introduction to the issues and concepts, while highlighting useful references that
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will provide technical details. The chapter begins with some general background
and then presents common equating designs and an overview of methods and
statistical techniques. For the most often used design, the common-item design,
discussion will be expanded and examples will be provided. This will be followed
by a consideration of factors that affect the precision of equating and an outline of
some basic research questions. Finally, examples of currently available software
will be inventoried.

BACKGROUND
At the outset it should be noted that the term "equating" implies that scores
from different forms of a test will be rendered interchangeable. In fact, few data
sets ever meet all of the strict assumptions that lead to interchangeable or equated
scores. A more technically correct term would be scaled or comparable scores
(American Educational Research Association, American Psychological Association, & National Council on Measurement in Education, 1985). In keeping with this
notion, an attempt has been made to use the terms "scaled" or "comparable" scores
throughout the chapter.

Reasons for Multiple Forms
There are at least three reasons to have multiple forms of a test. The first is
security. Many testing programs administer high-stakes examinations in which
performance has an important impact upon the examinee and the public: conferring
a license or certificate to practice a profession, permitting admittance to a college
or other training program, or granting credit for an educational experience. For a
test score to have validity in any of these circumstances, it is crucial that it reflect
the uncontaminated knowledge and ability of the examinees. Therefore, security
is a concern and it is often desirable to give different forms to examinees seated
beside each other, those who take the examination on different days, or those who
take the examination on more than one occasion (Petersen, Kolen, & Hoover,
1989).
A second and related reason for different test forms is the current movement
to open testing. Many programs find it necessary or desirable to release test items
to the public (Holland & Rubin, 1982a). When this occurs, it is not possible to use
the released items on future forms of a test without providing examinees an unfair
advantage.
A third reason for different forms is that test content, and therefore test
questions, by necessity changes gradually over time. Knowledge in virtually all
occupations and professions evolves and it is crucial for the test to reflect the
current state of practice. For example, it is obvious that today's medical licensure
and certification examinations should include questions on HIV and AIDS, whereas
these topics were not relevant several years ago. Even when the knowledge does
not so obviously change, the context within which test items are presented is at risk
of becoming dated. One could imagine a clinical scenario in medicine where
descriptions of a patient's condition should be rewritten to include current drugs;
in law one might want to include references to timely cases and rulings, especially
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if they lead to different interpretations of the law. It sometimes happens also that
the correct answer to previously used questions simply changes. When this occurs
it is necessary to rewrite or replace the item. [As will be discussed later, equating
ass umes that the test scores are based on parallel forms of the test. Th us, if the
changes in content are too severe, it is not appropriate to equate. ]

Reasons to Equate
Given that different forms of an examination are necessary, it is important to
ensure that the scores on one form of the test have the same meaning as the scores
on another form. This issue of equivalence is important in most educational
endeavors, but it is crucial in licensure and certification. Differences in pass/fail
decisions across forms willundermjne the meaning of a license or certificate. For
example, through the 1970s, med icine was very popular and, according to some
observers, it attracted the best and the brightest students. As medicine in general
became less attractive in the 1980s, the quality of students entering, and therefore
finishing, medical school may have declined. Without a method for ensuring the
eq uivalence of pass/fail decisions on the licensing examination over time, students
who passed in 1975 might have been more able than those who passed in 1990.
This could have created "vintages" of licensed physicians. The license would not
ret1ect the same standard over time and to know what it meant, it would be
necessary to determine when a physician was granted the license. Consider as well,
how unfa ir that would have been to the physicians seeking licensure. Some of those
who were not good enough in 1975 would be by 1990 and vice versa.
Thus, the primary reasons fo r requiring equivalence are maintenance of the
meaning of licenses/certificates and fa irness to exarrunees. As stated in Lord
(1 977) (and later paraphrased in Standards for Educational and Psychological
Testing [AERA, APA, & NCME, 1985]), "Transformed scores y* and raw scores
x can be called 'equated ' if and only if it is a matter of indiffere nce to each
examinee whether he is to take test X or test Y" (p. 128) . If this conditi on is met,
it is then possible to make comparisons that are of interest to testing programs:
among performances of different examinees who took alternative test forms, and
among items and overall test scores that are given to various groups. A caveat is
that in most cases, particularly those common to li censure and certification settings,
eq uati ng is meant to adjust for unintended differences in form difficulty . As such,
the real burden of creating parallel forms fa ll s to test development. Thus, it is
imperative that test developers and psychometricians collaborate to achieve the
goal of producing interchangeable scores (Brennan & Kolen, 1987).

Conditions for Equating
In its simplest form , the process of eq uati ng has two components: selection of
a data collection design and transformation of scores using a specific set of
statistical techniques and methodologies. As will be discussed later in the chapter,
there are several sound alternatives to choose among for both of these components.
However, it is important to be acq uainted with the fo ur bas ic requirements or
conditions for equating: (1) the different forms of the test should measure the same
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attribute, (2) the resulting conversion should be independent of the data used in
deriving it, (3) scores on the tests, after equating, should be interchangeabl e in use,
and (4) the equating should be sy mmetric (Angoff, 197 1/1984). Cook and Eignor
(199 1), Dorans (1990), and Petersen et al. (1989) prov ide very clear and extensive
di scussions of these requi rements.

COMMON EQUATING DES IGNS
The first step in equating two forms of an examination is selection of a design.
This in volves two joint considerati ons: specify ing which fo rms will be given on
which occasions, and specifying whi ch examinees will take which examination
fo rms. Optimally, equating and the issues related to it will be a prospectively
considered and integrated part of any testing program that must compare the
performances of examinees and examinati ons over time. When equating detail s are
not prospecti vely built into a testing program, it may sometimes be possibl e to
change standard operating procedures to create a strong equating des ign. More
often than not, however, the design that is actually used follows from the administrative procedures of the testing program already in place before the topic of
equating becomes relevant (e.g., periodic administration to different groups of
examinees, simul taneous admini strations of several different test for ms). Fortunately, adherence to already existing procedures is not a probl em because several
suitabl e equating designs ex ist.

Specification of a Design
Designs fo r equating vary along a continuum from straightforward to compl ex.
Four basic designs serve as the building blocks of nearly all other commonly used
strateg ies: (a) a single-group design- one group of examinees takes two (or more)
forms of a test, (b) an independent groups and examination design- each examinee
group takes a different form of the exam, (c) a counterbalanced design-each
examinee group takes both (or all) fo rms of the exam, and (d) a common-item
design-each examinee group takes a diffe rent fo rm of the examination plus an
anchor test composed of the same items. Each of these designs will be further
expl ained below. In addition, more complex variati ons on these basic designs will
be briefly presented. [Other authors conceptuali ze designs in somewhat diffe rent
ways and they also use differe nt terminology. See, for example, Petersen et aI. ,
1989; Crocker & Algina, 1986]. Nevertheless, there is general consensus on which
are the most basic designs.
Single group design. The simplest of the designs, though least practi cal by
itself, is to give both (or all) forms of a test to a single group of examinees. The
design could be portrayed as the following:
Group A
Form X +
Form Y

With thi s design, observed differences between test scores on the fo rms are due
to diffe rences in diffic ulty between the forms. In practice, thi s des ign is rarely used
because it is difficult to convince examinees to take more than one form of an exam
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and it is expensive to carry out as well. Even if examinees can be persuaded, scores
on the second form may be contaminated by factors such as fatigue or practice.
[There are ways to control for such unwanted effects; see the discussion below
regarding counterbalanced designs.] Most importantly for licensure and certification settings, this design does not capture what actually happens in practice. That
is, interest is most often in comparing scores for groups of examinees who take
forms on different occasions or who take different forms, rather than looking at
examination performance for two forms given at the same time.
Independent-groups design. A much more common situation is the one in
which Examinee Group A takes Test X and Examinee Group B takes Test Y. For
example, a licensing board might give an examination (Test X) in the fa ll of one
year to one group of examinees (Group A) who just completed the required training
for a profession. The next year a simi lar examination (Test Y) would be given to
the new group of examinees (Group B) who recently completed their required
training. The alternate forms are designed to be as similar as possible. In order to
compare the performances of the two cohorts of examinees, psychometricians at the
licensing board wish to transform the scores of one group (e.g., Group B) so that
they are on the same scale as the other group (Group A). Schematically, the design
would look like this:
Group A
Test X

<-

Group B
Test Y

This design would also apply when alternate forms are assigned to various
examinees who take the exam ination simultaneously. For example, the design
pertains when forms are assigned to examinees so that those sitting beside each
other receive different tests.
When choosing an equating design, it is important to realize that no one
direction of score transformation is inherently better than another. For example,
with simultaneous administration of several forms, it is just as good to transform
Test X scores so that they are on the Test Y score scale, as to transform Test Y
scores so that they can be reported on the Test X score scale. However, in most
licensure and certification settings, administrations occur over time. Thus, it makes
most sense to report the more current scores on past scales; there is rarely a
compelling reason to go back and change the scale on which earlier scores were
reported.
Counterbalanced-groups design. The counterbalanced groups design is sli ghtly
more elaborate than the independent groups design. Both groups of examinees take
both (all) forms of an exami nation. The presentation of forms would be counterbalanced (half of both examinee groups would receive Test X followed by Test Y
and the other half would receive Test Y followed by Test X) to avoid factors such
as practice and fatigue (Skaggs & Lissitz, 1986b). Schematically , the design would
look like this:
Group A
Test X +
Test Y

->

Group B
Test Y +
Test X
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A design such as this is appealing because the comparability of forms can be
directly evaluated; they are taken by the same group of examinees. For the same
reason, examinees in various groups can be compared. However, like the single
group design, this is rarely used in practice for obvious reasons: It is seldom
practical to give examinees more than one complete test form because of limitations
on examinees' and examiners' time and resources.
Common-item design. In contrast to designs that rely solely on the total test,
an alternative is to adjust scores for examinees based on their performance on a set
of common items that is admin istered to both groups. For example, Group A would
take Exam X and Common Item Set U; Group B would take Exam Y and also take
Common Item Set U. The schematic of this basic equati ng design could be more
precisely specified as follows:

Group A
Test X +
Common Set U

- >

Group B
Test Y +
Common Set U

The common-item test, also called an anchor test, can be either external or
internal to the focal test. Items that comprise the external anchor are usually not
included in the examinees' reported test scores (Kolen, 1988). T hey are often
presented as a separate section of the test, perhaps as a final test bookJet. In
contrast, with an internal anchor the common items are dispersed throughout the
exam ination and are typically included as scored items that count towards the
reported test score. The flexibility of the common-item design makes it useful in
many different settings.
More complex designs. As mentioned in the introduction to this section,
equati ng designs can be quite complex and often involve more than two exam inations and two groups of examinees. Let us assume that a testing program that has
been in ex istence for many years decides to begin equating exam ination scores.
They have one administration per year and only one form of the examjnation is
created for each adm inistration Both of these procedures need to remain in place.
In addition, it will be necessary to adhere to the longstanding policy that the same
items never appear in two consecuti ve exam inations. What might an equating plan
look like for this organization?
For conven ience, let us say that the base year will be 1987; exam ination scores
in future years will be transformed to be on the same scale as this initial
administration. In 1987 we wi ll give Test S to Group A. In 1989, Group C takes
Test U, which needs to be rescaled to Test S. Two years later, in 1991, Group E
is adm ini stered Test W which is equated to Test S, through Test U. T his pathway
is show n in the top of the diagram.
Recall that items cannot be reused in consecutive years. The 1988 Test Twill ,
of course, be given to Group B but it cannot be linked to the base year. However,
in 1990 the Group D test takers can take Test V, wh ich has items in common with
both Test S and the 1988 form (which is being ignored in this diagram) . Two years
later, in 1992, Group F is administered Test X, wh ich is equated to Test S, through
Test V. This pathway for the even-numbered years is shown in the bottom of the
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diagram. Finally, the 1993 examination will be "double-linked" to previous forms
through the items it has in common with 1990 and 1991. A design such as this may
be depicted as fo llows:
1991

1989

Test U

1987

1993

Test S

Test Y

1988

lir2lIll...B
Test T

.... --_.

1990

Test V

..
Test X

Designs such as these are referred to as chained or braided des igns. One
problem in the implementation of equating over time is that errors can accumulate.
Such probl e ms can be overcome by interlacing the groups/examinations at
prespecified intervals. For example, in the diagram above, the 1993 form was
linked to both 1990 and 1991. The reason fo r doing th is is to insure that separate
"strains" of the examination do not develop, such as an "even year" strain and an
"odd year" strain. Note also, th at the 1988 fo rm and the 1992 form were not used
in the current chain. However, both would be brought into future equatings via
shared items wi th 1994, which might also share with 199 1. Drawing sche matics
can help visualize how checks can be built into the syste m, as well as define what
is practical for any particul ar organ ization. Literature evaluating these complex
chaining or braiding designs is very useful for highlighting issues and pro blems that
can occur over time and threaten the integrity of the eq uating (Petersen , Cook, &
Stocking, 1983), as well as bringing out problems that cannot be detected in shortterm designs and evaluations.
For the design above, one could add a common-item test to each administration. Moreover, the common-item set could change over time. T hat is, the
common-item set used to link Test X and Test Y need not be the same as the
common-item set used to link Test Y and Test Z. T he implication of thi s is that the
content of the common-item link is all owed to change over time to better reflect the
goals of the testing program and to maintain security of the examination forms .
Another design that deserves menti on is a preequating design. Originally
discussed by Educational Testing Service (Holl and & Rubin , 1982b), preequating
refers to inclusion of diffe rent groups of items in multiple examination forms. The
preequated items are not included in the examinees' test scores but the necessary
data are collected to allow ca lcu lation of equating transformati ons. The preequating
can be done in either an ite m (Kolen & Harris, 1990) or section format (Holland
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& Thayer, 1985). Preequated items are then subsequently assembled into a
formes) and administered at a later date. Preequating permits rapid scoring when
the time between administration of the forms and deadlines for reporting results is
short. Also, implementation of a preequating design builds in some protection
against administering a seriously flawed exam. A possible design for one administration might look like the following:

Group A
Test X +
PE Form A

Group B
Test X +
PE Form B

Group C
Test X +
PE Form C

Eventually, preequated (PE) Forms A, B, and C would be put together to form
Test Y. The transformations would be calculated prior to administration and when
Test Y is administered, it could immediately be reported on the Test X scale. The
preequated forms would not contribute to examinees' test scores at the initial
administration. Naturally , however, one would want the PE forms to look like other
parts of the test so that examinees would apply equal effort. [The same holds true
for any section of experimental or pretested questions that is not included in
examinees' scores.]
The number of other designs that could be developed is large, as are the
statistical techniques for performing the equatings. Fox example, preliminary
methods have been developed for multidimensional equating (Hirsch, 1989) and
equating with confirmatory factor analysis (Rock, 1982). At this point, these
technically demanding procedures have not gained widespread use.
In sum, the specific design and direction of equating that one chooses will be
closely intertwined with the more general structure, policies, and procedures of the
testing program. The most important points in the discussion of design are: (a) design
simply refers to how data are collected from various examinees and, (b) there are four
simple designs that serve as building blocks for more complex structures. The
remainder of the chapter will utilize the Independent-Groups and Common-Item
Designs, the most typical equating situations (Cook & Eignor, 1991).

Selection of Examinees
In the process of defining an equating design it is necessary to specify the sample
of exami nees who will take the forms on which the equating transformations will be
based. The most important consideration in designating equating subsamples is
whether they are random or nonrandom selections of examinees (some authors refer
to equivalent and nonequivalent groups, see Dorans [1990] or Petersen et al. [1989]).
Several designs call for the selection of random samples of examinees to receive
various test forms (see Angoff, 197111984) because it is reasonable to assume that they
are of equivalent ability. However, in practice it is usually not feasible to do this and,
more often than not, the structure of the testing environment and practical considerations dictate that the samples will be nonrandom .
A second issue, independent of the random-nonrandom decision, is spec ifying
exactly which examinees will be included in the equating subsamples. Examinees
involved in eq uating need not necessarily be all those who take a particular fo rm
at a particular administration (Harris , 1987). It is best to select fairly large groups
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of examjnees, who exhibit some variability in performance but whose skills and
training are relatively homogeneous. That is, even though groups cannot be
precisely equivalent, efforts are made to create groups that are as comparable as
possible.
Emphasizing homogeneity may mean omitting some test takers . For example,
many testing programs allow exarillnees to take multiple adrillnistrations of the
exam, either because they are trying to better earlier performance (e.g., MCAT
scores, OREs), or because they failed to meet established pass-fail or cutoff points.
In these instances, it is better to limit the equating transformations to first-time
takers of the examination, because they tend to have known training and educational experiences. Similarly, one rillght not want to include examinees who are
adrilltted to the examination following unusual training or educational experiences,
or those who elect to take the examjnations at various times of the year. Several
investigators have found sizable performance differences between exarillnees
taking spring and fall administrations of an examination (Cook & Petersen, 1987;
Petersen et ai. , 1983; Schmitt, Cook, Dorans, & Eignor, 1990). Seasonal shifts have
also been reported for a medical licensing examination (Nungester, Dillon, Swanson,
Orr, & Powell , 1991). Whatever the final decisions regarding selection of
exarillnees, the samples used in equating should be well justified and explained to
all interested parties (AERA , APA, & NCME, 1985).
A third consideration in selecting or describing samples of exarillnees relates
to deciding whether they differ only slightly in ability, or whether they differ
considerably. The former is referred to as horizontal equating, and is applicable in
most testing programs where the abilities of the examj nees remain fairly constant
from one administration to another (e.g., examinees sitting for licensure and
certification exarillnations). The latter is referred to as vertical equating and is quite
common in programs such as educational achievement and aptitude testing programs where there is a desire to compare scores for examinees at different grades
or training levels. In horizontal equating, the tests are designed to be sirilliar and
differ for only unintended reasons. In vertical equating, the tests are intentionally
designed to differ in difficulty (Cook & Eignor, 1983).
Technically, many of the procedures for horizontal and vertical equating are
the same. The practical difference is that the accuracy and precision of equating
are typically much greater in the case of horizontal equating (Skaggs & Lissitz,
1986b). However, even in large, ongoing testing programs in which horizontal
equating should suffice, there may be subtle but consistent changes in the exarillnees' abilities over several adrillni strations. For example, examinees si tting for
certification in internal medicine showed consistent declines in performance over
a period of several years (Norcini, Maihoff, Day, & Benson, 1989). Admittedly,
the distinction between horizontal and vertical equating designs is not always clear.
Nevertheless, asking the question foc uses attention on expected examinees' abilities and helps to elucidate the equating procedure and anticipated equating results.
In sum, selection of designs and examinees was considered separately because
it is important that the issues relevant to each be considered. In practice, many
discussions of equating describe various designs by jointly specify ing how the
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samples of examinees and the selection of items or forms occurred. One of the most
widely known typologies was provided by Angoff (197111984). Among the
designs he describes are Design I: Random groups-one test administered to each
group; Design II: Random groups-both tests administered to each group,
counterbalanced; Design III: Random groups-one test administered to each group,
common-equating test administered to each group ; and Design IV: Nonrandom
groups- one test to each group, common-equating test admin istered to both groups.
Familiarity with this work provides a very thorough background and is helpful
when reading current literature.

EQUATING METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Having chosen a design and the examjnees, it is necessary to select a method
for transformjng the scores from the various forms to be on the same scale. Specific
transformation or equating procedures fall within two psychometric theories:
conventional (traditional) test theory and item response theory. Within traditional
test theory there are several equating methods. The most common and well studied
are the equipercentile method and linear equating methods. In contrast, methods
falling under the rubric of item response theory (IRT) have only been widely
discussed for the past 10 to 15 years, but they are proliferating rapidly. At thi s
point, the IRT models that have received the most attention in the published
literature are the one-parameter (Rasch) and three-parameter mode ls, based on
logistic estimation procedures (Baker, 1985; Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985;
Hambleton, Swaminathan, & Rogers, 199 1; Lord, 1980; Wright & Stone, 1979).
However, marginal maximum likelihood esti mation procedures (Bock & Aitkin,
1981) are becoming quite popular.
The focus of thi s section of the chapter will be on general assumptions and
equating methods that can be associated with estimation procedures fro m either
conventional or item response theory . The interested reader is referred to the
references listed above for more extensive di scussions. In addition, this discussion
assumes that test scores are sums of dichotomously scored items (right/wrong).
Methods for other types of data are just becoming widely available (Baker, 1992;
Thi ssen, 199 1). As such, ex isting equating methodologies are, for the most part,
not yet useful fo r clinical data or data derived from item formats that produce other
than 011 responses.

Traditional Test Theory
Equipercentile equating. Eq uipercentile equating is a method of transforming
scores so that, when the equating is complete, two scores are said to be comparable
if they have the same percentil e or rank within their respective examinee group.
Thi s method makes no statistical assumptions about the tests to be equated.
However, the result is that the distributions underlying each fo rm are identical in
all moments (i.e., they have the same distribution). The procedure stretches or
co mpresses the two distributions so that this outcome is achieved.
Equipercentile equating is typically done by computer, though it is relatively
easily done by hand . The general procedure has several steps and application to an
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independent-groups design is sketched below. For a thorough and detailed
example, the reader is referred to Angoff (197111984). Procedures are slightly
more compli cated for common-item designs; see Angoff (197111984), Dorans
(1990), and Thorndike (1982) for descriptions of alternative procedures.
1. A distribution of test scores is developed in a tabular format, and
percentile ranks or relative cumulative frequency distributions are
prepared. This is done separately for each form of the examination
taken by a different group of examinees.
2. The cumulative distributions for each form are plotted on a graph and
each graph is smoothed. Smoothing, as the term suggests, is the
process of transforming the sometimes jagged curve that is produced
by plotting actual distributions to a "smooth" curve. In the past,
smoothing was done by hand. It can also be done analytically, for
example by the rolling weighted average method (Angoff, 197 111984),
or any of several very sophisticated methods detailed by Fairbank
(1987), Hanson (1991), and Kolen (1991).
3. Once the distributions are plotted and smoothed, a table is made
showing the raw scores from each form that correspond to several
different percentiles. For example, the table would show what score
fro m Form X and what score from Form Y correspond to a percentile
rank of 85. This is repeated for many (usually about 30) other
percentile ranks. Rather than selecting every possible percentile, the
investigator may select many smaller increments in the partes) of the
distribution where he or she is most interested in precision. Also,
numerous closely spaced points will have to be taken at both ends of
the distributions where scores are rare.
4. A second graph is made showing the relationship between pairs of
scores entered into the table above. If necessary, this graph is also
smoothed .
5. From the final graph, a table is made showing the appropriate conversions
between the two test score distributions. For example, it might show that
a score of 5 on Exam X is equivalent to a score of 4 on Exam Y.

The major advantage of the equipercenti le technique is that it is quite suitable
for describing curvilinear relationships between scores on different tests. But, a
fairl y significant disadvantage that causes many investigators to choose other
models is that the process of smoothing is quite subjective. Moreover, this method
fo rces distributions of two scores to be the same, even when there may be legitimate
reason for having very different distributions (i.e., the purpose of the exam ination
changes and it becomes more or less difficult). As Cook and Petersen (1987)
discuss, this method is entirely data dependent. If other observed distributions of
test scores were equated, a different conversion table would emerge. Thi s is likely
to be particularly true at the tails of the distribution where there are few data points.
Clearly, large samples are needed for precise equating. On the other hand, with
large samples that sometimes occur in licensure and certification programs, scores
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will be observed over the entire range including the area that contains the cutting
score. Overa ll , the equipercenti le method has been widely used and continues to
be the preferred method for some testing programs (e.g., American College
Testing). In some sense, it remains the standard against which other methods are
compared.
Linear equating. The second common equating procedure is linear. The
general form ul a that applies is a linear tran sformation of the form Y = AX + B,
where A and B are parameters that use standard score terms to express the ideas of
equating [(x - mx)/s x = (y - my)/s y ], X refers to scores on Test X, and Y refers to
scores on Test Y (Petersen et aI. , 1983). This general linear formula is applicable
in many different designs, among them being Angoff Designs I through IV
described above (Angoff, 1971/1984). However, the designs differ in the way in
which the transformation constants, A and B, are calculated.
The computational formulas appropriate for a common-item design with nonrandom groups (Designs IVa in Angoff parlance) are shown below to illustrate how
straightforward the linear equating process is. This example was selected because it
represents the most common scenario in licensure and certification testing: Different forms
of an examination are administered on different testing occasions. The derivation of the
formulas, attributed to Tucker (Gulliksen, 1950), is presented in Angoff (197111984).
The goal is to calculate the coefficients that fulfill the equation Y = AX + B where
A = Sy, / s" and B = M y, - AM" The four equations to be solved are:

Mx, =M,,, +b",,, (Mil, - Mil,, )
My, = My, +by", (M", - M", )
S 2 =,\' 2
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x (
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Where:

= the observed mean of Groups A and B on the Common Set U
M ", = the observed mean of Group A on Common Set U
M"" = the observed mean of Group B on Common Set U
M'll = the observed mean of Group A on Exam X
My, = the observed mean of Group B on Exam Y
b,,,, = the regression coefficient from regressing Exam X scores for Group A
M",

on Common Set U scores
by", = the regression coefficient from regressing Exam Y scores for Group B
on Common Set U scores

s,;, = the observed variance of Groups A and B on Common Set U scores
= the observed variance of Group A on Common Set U scores
s,;" = the observed variance of Group B on Common Set U scores
s;" = the observed variance of Group A on Exam X scores
s)~ = the observed variance of Group B on Exam Y scores

s,~

b

b
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The list of all of the components for the equation s is long, but calculation of
the ap propri ate terms and the ultimate transformation of scores can quite eas ily be
done with standard software packages such as SPSS (Norusis, 1992), SAS (SAS
Institute, Inc., 1989), SYSTAT (Wilkinson, 1992), and BMDP (Dixon, 1990). The
two examples below are based on applications to typical testing situations and they
illustrate how easy the computations can be.
Returning to the example of hypothetical scores on the baseball rules and
regulations test, it is possible to illustrate what is involved in equating, and in fact,
why equating is necessary. Recall that Fred (as a part of Group A) received a score
of 50 on the Form X lOO-item baseball test. Ethel (as a part of Group B) received
a score of 70 on the Form Y lOO-item baseball test. The question to answer is how
these scores compare to one another. Ultimately, a direct compari son can be made
after the scores for Group A Test X are transformed to be on the same scale as the
Group B Test Y scores. For the moment, we will forget about the performance of
indi viduals and focus on group stati stics.
Scenario #J- tests of different difficulty. Assume that in addition to their
respective lOO-item Forms, Groups A and B also took the same 30-item set of
common items, referred to as Test U. Performance on the form-specific ite ms
(often called " unique" items in the literature) and the common items might look as
follows:
Group A
Group B

X Mean
60
Y Mean
65

XSD
7
Y SD
8

U Mean
15
U Mean
II

U SD

3
U SD

5

Before the equating is done, some observations can be made from these data
that fores hadow the resu lts after equating. Notice that Group B did not score nearly
so well on the common items as Group A, even though their scores on the formspecific items (Test Y) were somewhat higher. This suggests that Group A Test X
scores will in all likelihood be "raised" when they are transformed to the Group B
Test Y scale.
Proceeding with the equating wi ll clarify the relationship. Other computations (not shown here) indicate that the combined performance of Groups A and
B on the Common Item Set U has a mean of 13 and a standard devi ation of 4. The
result of regress in g Group A Test X scores on Group A Common Set U scores is
.90. The result of regressing Group B Test Y scores on Group B Common Set
U scores is .80 . These are all of the data that are needed to complete the equ ating
transformation . Into the formulas given previou sly we substitute the followin g:

Mx , = Mx" + b,,," (M", - M",, )
= 60 + .90(1 3 - 15) = 58.20
M y, = M y" + by,," (M", - M",, )
= 65 + .80(13 - 11) = 66.60
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= 82 + .802(42

-

52) = 58.24

Further substitution results in the equating coefficients:

A = S). / Sx
= 58.24112/54.671/2 = 1.03
I

B = M

I

Yt

-AM

x

t

= 66.6 - 1.03(58.2)

Thus, Y

=

= 6.65

AX + B becomes Y = 1.03X + 6.65.

Glancing at the formula tells us that roughly 6 or 7 points need to be added to
all Group A Test X scores before they can be compared to Group B Test Y scores.
More precisely, Fred's score of 50 is transformed to 58.15 (Y = 1.03(50) + 6.65).
Thus, his score is lower than Ethel's score but not as much as it originally appeared.
This result should be reassuring to all Group A test takers. Test developers might
want to ask why Form X is more difficult than Form Y.
Scenario #2-Examinee groups with different ability. This time let us assume
that Group B had the better performance on the common items. The scores are:
Group A
Group B

X Mean
60
Y Mean
65

X SD
7
Y SD
8

U Mean
11
U Mean
15

U SD
5
U SD
3

What will happen to Fred's score in this case? Intuitively, one rnight guess that
the Group A scores will be lowered. Not only do they score lower on a similar test,
they do much worse (about a standard deviation worse) on the common items.
As before, the regression coefficient regressing Group A Test X scores on Group
A Common Set U scores is .90. The regression coefficient regressing Group B Test
Y scores on Group B Common Set U scores is .80. When these data are appropriately
substituted into the equations the resulting linear equation is: Y = 1.28X - 15.70. That
is, Fred's score of 50 becomes a 48.30. The intuitions were correct and all Exam X
scores will be lowered. In this scenario, test developers and administrators would do
well to ask why the apparent ability of the two groups was different. Did they set out
anticipating group differences (i.e., vertical equating) or is some selection or training
factor creating the differences? Perhaps the licensure or certification examination is
becoming more or less attractive to certain groups of examinees.
Creating scenarios such as the two presented is a very helpful learning tool.
Those involved with equating may find it useful to create other scenarios that
represent their own testing situation. For example, if the equating groups have
equal mean performances, but their variances are very different, there will be an
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obvious and predictable impact on equating (i.e., the score distribution wilJ expand or
contract depending on which is chosen as the base form). Similarly, the equating
transformation is influenced by the degree of correlation between the anchor test and
the whole test forms (Budescu, 1985). As a postscript it should be noted that the
examples provided above were hypothetical , and numbers were chosen for ease of
calculation. In actual testing situations, the process may be a bit less straightforward.
A clear advantage of linear equating methods is their ease of implementation.
Also, linear methods do not have subj ective components such as the equipercentile
method does with smoothing. On the other hand, they are fa irly simpli stic and
assume that a simple linear equation is sufficient to describe the relationship
between score di stributions.
Common-item equating also depends on making a number of stati stical
assumptions. They are spelled out in Braun and Holland (1982), Ko len and
Brennan (1987) , and Petersen et at. (1989). The two assumptions that receive the
most attention and are the most readily testable are: (a) linearity of the regression
of the whole test form score on the anchor test score, and (b) homogeneity of the
residual variation about the regression (Braun & Holland, 1982). Other requirements depend on the specific mathematical transformation being utilized. For
example, Thorndike (1982) says that equating must involve equally precise (i. e.,
reliable) tests, and that both (all) tests shou ld have the same correlation with a third
meas ure. In contrast, Angoff (19711 1984) presents formulas for tests of unequal
reliability. It is advisable that users of test equating procedures become familiar
with the specific ass umptions of the techniques under consideration (or in use).
Petersen et at. (1983) present a very helpful table comparing the widely used Tucker
and Levine methods. It is important to repeated ly perform checks to assess how
well the test data continue to meet the ass umptions of the model.

Item Response Theory
Item response theory (sometimes called latent trait theory) has been increasingly
studied over the past 10 to 20 years (Wright & Stone, 1979; Lord, 1980; Hambleton
& Swaminathan, 1985). The goal of the theory is to model performance on a trait
using observed test scores. There are numerous item response theory models,
developed from competing mathematical frameworks (Birnbaum, 1968; Bock &
Aitkin, 198 1; Swaminathan & Gifford, 1982, 1983). The most basic IRT model, often
referred to as one-parameter model, says that performance on a particul ar item is a
function of the examinee's ability and the difficulty of the item. More complex models
add item discrimination to the prediction model (two-parameter model) and a chance
or guessing facto r (three-parameter model). Before a discussion of equating within
IRT can occur, it is helpful to (a) review some basic concepts from item response
theory and (b) contrast IRT with traditional test theory. More extensive discuss ion of
the models is beyond the scope of this chapter. For more detail the reader is referred
to Ham bleton and Swarninathan (1 985), Hambleton et at. (199 1), Lord (1980), and
Baker (1985).
General concepts. The usual outputs of IRT calibrations are sets of item
parameters and estimated person (i.e., examinee) abilities. Item parameters are
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conceptually analogous to item statistics in that they describe features of an item:
the b-parameter refers to the difficulty of an item, the a-parameter refers to
discrimination, and the c-parameter is a pseudo-guessing factor. However, it is
important to note that IRT parameters are not numerically or statistically equivalent
to traditional item statistics. Similarly, person (examinee) abilities, expressed as
thetas with standard errors, quantify how well each person performed, though they
do not appear as, nor are they equivalent to, raw scores.
Estimation of item and person parameters is generally an iterative process,
occurring is successive stages until an acceptable amount of precision is reached
(the termination values are determined by various software programs and can be
adjusted by the user). In the end, one obtains a matrix of item parameters (with
standard errors attached to each parameter) and a vector of estimated person
abilities (with standard errors for each estimate). Because item and person
parameters are jointly estimated, they are placed on the same [arbitrary] scale
within a calibration run. In one popular program (BILOG, Mislevy & Bock, 1989),
the estimates of person ability have a range of -3 to +3 and are centered on 0 with
a standard deviation of 1. Item difficulties are centered above or below this mean,
depending on if the items are generally difficult for the average test taker (above)
or easy (below) for the average test taker. Item discrimination varies between 0 and
infinity, though the upper range is usually set at around +2. The pseudo-guessing
factor varies between approximately 0 and the reciprocal of the total number of item
choices (e.g., .20 for an item with five answer choices).
Information from the estimated item parameters and ability estimates is portrayed
in item characteristic curves (ICC), the building blocks for all IRT models. This focus
on individual items is a significant departure from conventional test theory where
the focus is on total test scores. An ICC is a plot describing how the characteristics
of an item interact with a person's ability. Stated another way, it is a graph showing
the probability of a correct response to a particular item over the entire ability range.
Usually it is an S-shaped curve with the examinee ability scale along the abscissa
and the probability of a correct response on the ordinate. A sample is shown below.
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Curves located to the right of the midpoint of the ability distribution represent
difficult items whereas curves located to the left of the midpoint represent easy
items. Steep curves indicate highly discriminating items. Lower asymptotes above
o suggest that guessing is influencing estimates for the lowest ability examinees.
ICCs are sununed over all items to create test characteristics curves that
describe the function of all items over all test takers. Finally, with IRT one is able
to calculate information functions. This is a measure of the precision of estimation
for each item over the entire ability range. Information functions can be summed
over all items to create test information functions (TIF). TIFs identify at what
point(s) in the ability distribution of examinees, information is maximized for a set
of items. Roughly, information is inversely related to the standard error of estimate
for person ability. If most test items match the ability of the examinees and the
items are highly discriminating, the test characteristic curve will be a steeply
peaked curve, the peak representing the point on the ability scale where the test
provides the most information. If the majority of the items do not match the
average ability of examinees, the curve will be very flat, suggesting the test
provides minimal information along the ability distribution.
Comparison to traditional test theory. Traditional test theory is based on what
Hambleton and Swaminathan (1985) describe as a set of weak assumptions .
Because the assumptions are weak, the theory is applicable in most typical testing
situations. On the other hand, tests based on traditional test theory have some
shortcomings: (a) the item statistics (p-values and r-biserials) apply only to the
specific group who took the examination on which the scores are calculated; (b)
comparisons of scores are limited to situations where examinees take parallel
examinations; and (c) it is presumed that scores are equally precise over the entire
range of ability.
In contrast to traditional test theory, item response theory is based on a set
of very strong assumptions. First, it is assumed that the test data are unidimensional, meaning that they measure only one trait or ability (multidimensional
models have been developed but they are not widely used at this time) (Hambleton
& Swaminathan, 1985). Second, the data must exhibit local independence (Lord,
1980). Simply stated, this is the requirement that for examinees of the same
ability, responses to particular items are uncorrelated. Third, it is assumed that
the test is not speeded. The one-parameter model also requires that all items in
an examination be equal in discrimination and that "guessing" by examinees does
not influence responses to any items. Clearly, this is quite a stringent set of
assumptions.
Additional reading in item response theory will show that many early studies
focused on assessing data-model fit for particular data sets (Hambleton & Murray,
1983; Shea, Norcini, & Webster, 1988), comparing techniques for investigating fit
of the model s to the data (Hambleton & Rovinelli, 1986), or investigating how
robust the models were to violations of the assumptions (Dorans & Kingston,
1985). As with methods resulting from conventional test theory, there is rarely a
clear answer to the question of "how much misfit is too much?" However, sizable
departures from unidimensionality and equal item-total discrimination are rela-
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tively easy to spot. When violations do occur, the user should select a more
complete model, or use conventional equating methodologies.
For all models , when the observed test data appropriately fit the model, item
response theories theoretically offer several advantages over conventional test
theory. The advantages that are most relevant to equating are that estimates of
examinees' abilities are independent of the particular sets of items on which the
ability estimates are based, and similarly, estimates of item parameters (i.e. ,
difficulty and discrimination) are independent of the particular set of examinees on
whom the item parameter estimates are based. For example, proponents of the
theory would suggest that if all test items were divided into odd-even numbered
subsets, or easy-hard subsets, the same ability estimates would be obtained for an
examinee regardless of which subtest he/she took. Similarly, estimated item
parameters are theoretically the same for subsamples of examinees such as highest
and lowest ranked class members, or first-time test takers and repeaters (though
they will have to be rescaled by a constant because scaling within a single IRT run
is arbitrary).
Other advantages are also present with IRT, such as more accuracy in
transformation at the extremes of the scale. Also, because IRT statistical manipulations are conducted at the item level, rather than the total test score level, IRT
offers the possibility of item preequating (e.g., deriving equating transformation
data before an operational form is actually administered) (Cook & Eignor, 1983;
1991). At this point it is appropriate to reiterate a previously stated caution. The
advantages of IRT described above are achieved if, and only if, the model of interest
fits the actual test data. In reality, this rarely occurs. Moreover, high quality
calibration of item and person parameters requires larger sample sizes than linear
equating methods, especially when the common joint maximum likelihood estimation procedures are used.
Equating procedures. For purposes of this discussion, assume the data to be
equated adequately fit the model(s) of interest. How then, does one equate? As
discussed by Cook and Eignor (1991) IRT equating is a three-step process: (a) select
a design, (b) place parameter estimates from different samples on a common scale, and
(c) equate test scores. The issue most relevant for equating becomes selecting the
appropriate methodology for placing item parameters on the same scale.
In general, there are three methods for transforming item parameters generated
from different samples of examinees to be on the same scale. The most straightforward is concurrent calibration. Data for multiple examination forms and
examinees are simultaneously calibrated and scaled within one computer run, thus
the item and ability estimates are automatically on the same scale (i.e., Steps 2 and
3 are completed simultaneously). This method would probably be the ideal but
limitations on computer resources make this procedure impractical on occasion.
Moreover, if items are calibrated following one test administration and performance is reported to examinees, it does not usually make much sense when the next
administration occurs to recalibrate the items taken by the original sample.
The alternative equating methods use a common-item design. The first of these
alternatives is called the fixed-b design. In this method, all items for one examination
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form are calibrated (i.e., the as, bs, and cs are estimated as are the person abilities).
Then, the item parameter estimates for the common items, in particular item
difficulties, are entered as fixed values into the subsequent run for the second form.
All other (non-common) items (Step 2) and all ability estimates (Step 3) will be
scaled around these preset values.
A second alternative is to employ a rescaling technique based on the relationships between item parameters estimated for common-item links. The simplest
rescaling procedure, app li cable only when the data meet the assumptions of the
Rasch model, calculates the mean item difficulties for the two sets of common
items, estimated independently (Wright & Stone, 1979). The difference in the
means is computed and this value is added to the difficulty estimates (Step 2) and
ability estimates (Step 3) for the test form to be transformed (Baker, 1985; Wright
& Stone, 1979).
Another common-item alternative, appropriate regardless of the IRT model, is
referred to as the mean and sigma method (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985).
Ability and item estimates are transformed using the equation y = Ax + B, where
A = sy/sx and B = Y - Ax. The As and Bs are used to transform estimated item
difficulties (b i * = Abi + B), item discriminations (a i * = a/ A), and ability estimates
0*
= A0II + B.
a
Variations on the mean and sigma method include the robust mean and sigma
methods proposed by Linn, Levine, Hastings, and Wardrop (1 98 1) and Stocking
and Lord (1983). These variations take into account the accuracy of estimation and
give less weight to outliers among the common items. Similarly, a second method
proposed by Stocki ng and Lord (1983), referred to as the characteristic curve
method, improves on the bas ic linear procedure by making use of the discrimination
parameter and the entire ability distribution in addition to the difficulty parameter
in calcul ating the transformation coefficients. Thus, theoretically it could be
expected to resul t in a more exact transformati on.
It is beyond the scope of thi s chapter to report and evaluate these alternative
transformation techniques (see McKinley [1 988] for a comparison of several
methods) . However, there is an abundant li terature that makes comparisons among
the various IRT procedures as well as between IRT and conventional equating
methods (e.g., Baker & Al-Karni, 1991 ; Skaggs & Lissitz, 1986a).
Finally, a note should be made about Step 3. The procedures for placing
parameter estimates on a common scale are also used to transform ability estimates.
If it is tenab le to report rescaled ability estimates on a theta scale (typicall y rangi ng
fro m -3 to +3), then the equating procedure is complete. In most cases, however,
it is necessary to translate the theta estimates for both forms to a scale that makes
more sense to examinees (i.e., corresponding estimated true scores). For example,
examinees and other interested parties may be accustomed to seeing scores reported
on a scale with a mean of 500 and a standard deviation of 100. If it is important
to maintain this scale, the procedures and an exampl e for doing this final transformation are provided in Cook and Eignor (1991) .
In sum, there are many potential benefits of item response theory that support
test equating. The need to meet the strict assumptions of these models has already
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been mentioned and should not be dismissed. More practically, the largest
disadvantage is the unfamiliarity of both testing professionals and consumers with
the theory. Equally important is the lack of research clearly supporting the utility
of a particular IRT methodology. Although each theory has its supporters, as does
each method of parameter transformation (usually linked directly to a particular
software program), it is not at all clear when the potential benefits accrued from
using IRT outweigh the uncertainties. For the time being, conventional methods are
a better choice and there is unlikely to be an appreciable loss of precision in
licensure and certification examinations due to their use. Cook and Eignor (1983)
offer a very clear discussion of the basic issues.

Comparison of Equating Procedures
During the 1980s and early 1990s there have been numerous studies comparing
the outcomes of various equating techniques in horizontal and vertical equating
settings. A complete review cannot be provided here; the reader is referred to
Petersen et aI. (1983) and Skaggs and Lissitz (1986b) as examples of excellent
reviews and methodologies.
Overall, several authors have concluded that when the tests to be equated are
similar in content and difficulty, and the design describes a horizontal equating
situation, IRT methods are neither consistently better nor worse than conventional
methods . Both conventional and IRT methods work well, particularly the threeparameter logistic model (Lord, 1980; Marco, Petersen, & Stewart, 1983; Petersen
et aI., 1983). When the tests do differ in content and length, or the anchor test
differs from the remainder of the testes), some authors have found that methods
based on the three-parameter item response model perform better (e.g., Petersen et
aI., 1983) whereas others support use of conventional methods (e.g. , Skaggs &
Lissitz, 1986a). In part, the differences among studies are due to how the tests were
designed, whether the data were real or simulated, and the choice of criterion.
Current research results do not consistently support, at least from a psychometric
perspective, the superiority of anyone method. In fact, as noted by Skaggs and
Lissitz (1986b) "it is unreasonable to expect a single equating method to provide
the best results for equating all types of tests" (p. 495).
Conclusions regarding vertical equating are more straightforward. Most,
though not all, researchers have concluded that vertical equating is problematic for
both conventional and IRT methods, particularly the one-parameter Rasch model
(Harris & Hoover, 1987; Loyd & Hoover, 1980; Gustafsson, 1979). See Harris
(1991) and Skaggs and Lissitz (1988) for exceptions.
How should a researcher then choose a procedure, given the breadth of
research results? Theoretically, IRT has some appeal if the data meet the
assumptions of the model(s). The assumptions must be tested thoroughly; they
cannot be assumed to be met. Further, it is doubtful that typical data produced by
certifying and licensure examinations would provide adequate fit with the oneparameter IRT model. IRT methods require expertise in actually using the
techniques, as well as in explaining them to interested users and consumers. At this
point, few licensure and certifying bodies have ready access to individuals with the
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training to use IRT methods appropriately, although if an agency is just embarking
on equating, it is probably as easy to learn IRT methods as conventional methods.
In summary, there are few differences among methods when examinations are
parallel and examinees are of nearly equal ability. Conventional methods have the
advantages of being easier to apply, understand, and explain to consumers.
Consequently, without compelling reasons to the contrary, conventional methods
are preferable. What should actually happen is that testing organizations should
compare the two classes of methods to determine which fits their situation the best.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE PRECISION OF EQUATING
Numerou s factors affect the precision of equating. Consistent results over
many studies suggest general guidelines that might be followed in initiating and
maintaining an equating program. Topics pertinent to a common-item des ign are
li sted below. Few authors study all facets simultaneously.

Anchor Test Length
A rule of thumb for many years has been that the common-items link shou ld
be roug hly 20% the length of the total test or 20 items, whichever is longer (Angoff,
197 1/1984). For conventional equating, lengths over 20 items seem not to have an
advantage if the examinee groups are simi lar in ability (Klein & Kolen, 1985;
Norcini, 1990). For IRT, some researchers have reported that much shorter anchor
tests (as few as two or five well-chosen items) work well (Raju, Bode, Larsen, &
Steinhaus, 1986; Vale, 1986). However, other researchers working within IRT
suggest 15 to 20 items are more appropriate (Hills, Subhiyah, & Hirsch, 1988;
Wingersky, Cook, & Eignor, 1986). Unless there is a persuasive need for a very
short anchor, in light of the equivocal results regarding length, the 20% guideline
still seems sensible.

Content Representation
One of the most widely cited studies with the anchor test design is by Klein and
Jarjoura (1 985). They investigated differences between content-representative
anchors and longer, but nonrepresentative anchors; all anchors were matched to the
total test in terms of difficulty. They included two different equating methods and
results were evaluated with several different statistics. Overall, they found that
content representation was very important for accurate equating results, especiall y
when the groups of examinees were nonrandom. These results were supported by
Petersen, Marco, and Stewart (19 82) who concluded from their comparison of
numerous linear equating models that even moderate differences in content between an anchor and the total test led to substanti al error.

Difficulty of Anchor Test
Another characteristic of anchors that is often studied is difficu lty. That is,
researchers ask about the effects on equating when the anchor test is, and is not,
similar in difficulty to the scored test. Petersen et al. (1982) found that differences
in difficulty between an anchor and the total test were related to substanti al error.
Similarly, in a companion piece comparing error of equating for conventional and
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IRT equating methods, they found that differences in difficulty between the anchor test
and the form-specific items resulted in substantial error for the linear methods
investigated, especially when the samples of examinees differed in ability (Marco et
aI. , 1983). However, it might be noted that the differences did not affect error for the
IRT-based methods, nor in situations when the examinee samples were random.

Ability of Exam inee Groups
Studies looking at the results of vertical equating are not particularly encouraging. Though vertical equating will typically not be a problem for licensure and
certification agencies where approximately equivalent groups take examinations
over time, there is ample research to suggest that even when the differences in
ability between the groups involved in the equatings are small , the impact upon
equating may be sizable (Angoff & Cowell , 1986; Petersen et aI. , 1982). It should
be noted, however, that some authors have found that all commonly used model s
are fa irly robust to differences in examinee ability (Harris & Kolen, 1986).

Exam inee Sample Size
Almost as often as researchers have asked how many common items are
needed, they have also asked how many examinees are needed. In one article, a
minimum sample size of 400 was recommended (Brennan & Kolen, 1987) for
conventional equating techniques. However, another study found that errors of
eq uating were not appreciably bigger with sampl es of 250 than of 500 (Norcini,
1990). Similar results using linear equating were found for samples of 200, 300,
and 400, even when the samples were disparate in ability (Shea, Dawson-Saunders,
& Norcini, 1992). More strikingly, a recent study that combined sample sizes of
25,50, 100, and 200 with various smoothing techniques applied to the equipercentile
method suggested that very small samples could be appropriate in some situations.
These results are not definitive but they should be encouraging to examiners who
consistently deal with small groups of test takers (Livingston, 1993).
In contrast to conventional methods, it is generally accepted that large samples
are necessary for some item response theory software packages. Cook and Eignor
(1991) suggest that as many as 2,000 examinees are needed for stable initial item
calibration with joint maximum likelihood calibration. Smaller samples (i .e., a few
hundred exami nees) are suffic ient for other IRT estimation procedures, such as
marginal maximum likelihood and Bayesian (Drasgow, 1989; Harwell & Janosky,
199 1; Stone, 1992).
In sum, several studies have concluded that equating works best when the
characteristics of the common items represent those of the total test. T hough few
authors have studied variations in content, difficulty, length, and ability groups
simultaneously , it is generally recommended that the common-item set should
mirror the total test in content and statistical properties (Cook & Eignor, 199 1). In
essence, the higher the correlation between the anchor and the test, the more
effective the equating (Thorndike, 1982). This is certainly the most conservative
approach, especially when outcomes of equating have a significant and immediate
impact on examinees' professional lives.
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From the foregoing discussion, it is fair to conclude that many of the
potentially troublesome issues sUlTounding equating can be averted by sound test
construction processes. Potthoff (1982) presents many test construction ideas, and
raises issues that deserve thoughtful consideration. Brennan and Kolen (1987)
similarly list test development guidelines.

ISSUES THAT NEED MORE RESEARCH
Throughout this chapter, several topics have been mentioned that warrant
additional attention. Many of the topics were outlined by Brennan and Kolen
(1987). A partial list would include the following topics.

Scale Drift
Several investigators have shown that drift occurs over time with linked/
chained equatings (Cook & Eignor, 1983; Petersen et aI., 1983). More research is
needed to identify (a) the conditions under which scale drift does and does not occur
and (b) the effectiveness of methods to prevent it.

Security Breaches
Security breaches are always a threat to the validity of examination scores;
they are particularly relevant to equating when they involve items in a commonitem link. Most certifying examinations are administered under relatively secure
conditions. Nevertheless, examination books do turn up missing from time to
time, or test takers become acquainted with specific items. Simulations that
consider issues such as the number of items affected and the length of time until
discovery (e.g., several administrations) would prepare test agencies for possible
future needs.

Changes to the Common-Item Link
Inevitably, changes will occur in a common-item link. Perhaps it will be
discovered that an item was miskeyed, or perhaps new discoveries in a particular
field will require that the answer to an item changes. When this occurs, decisions
need to be made about alterations to the common-item link and the impact that such
alterations have on examinee scores. Dorans (1986) provides a detailed and
thorough account of the impact of several possible decisions, depending on the
characteristics of the item.

Location Effects for Anchor Items
Many authors have discussed the effect of location or context of items upon
examinee performance (e.g., Cook & Petersen, 1987; HalTis, 1991; Kingston &
Dorans, 1984; Kolen & Harris, 1990). Most of the studies have not focused on
internal common-items links, though Thorndike (1982) did note that anchor items
should be presented to examinees taking different forms at the same points so that
practice and fatigue could be avoided. Because the performance on anchor items
is especially important in determining examinees' scores, the impact of location
should be further investigated.
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Rounding
The numerous texts and empirical papers on the topic of equating provide an
abundance of formulas and examples. However, there appears to be little uniformity regarding how many decimal places are used throughout the stati stical
manipulations, and there is no mention at what stages rounding occurs. The
implicit consensus is that it is best to work with maximum precision throughout the
equating process, but thi s is not explicitly stated (for exceptions see Potthoff, 1982
and Brennan & Kolen, 1987). Hand calculations using the scenarios presented
earlier show that level of precision can make a differe nce to examinees, particularly
those who score near the cutting score.

Equating Based on Standard-Setting Judgments
To this point, the discussions of equating have assumed that the goal is to
transform scores on a test form so that they are comparable to scores on an alternate
examination form. In a licensure or certification situation, however, actual test scores
are sometimes less important than pass-fail decisions. Nevertheless, the scores of all
examinees are transformed as usual and the cutting score or pass-fail point is among
the scores that are altered. The rescaled cutting score is then used to make the pass/
fai l decisions. This ensures that the same licensure or certification decisions are being
made regardless of which form of a test is taken.
For some kinds of licensure and certification situations, however, score
equating may not work very well. For example, when the number of examinees
is small or the pass-fail point is located far from the mean, score equating does
not work well (Bre nn an & Ko len, 1987). C onv e ntion al eq uatin g mi ght
also not be optimal when nontraditional testing formats are used (e.g., essays,
performance tests), or testing time is limited so that long anchor tests are
impractical.
Se veral rece nt studi es by Norcini and colleagues (Norcini, 1990 ;
Norcini & Shea, 1992; Norcini , Shea, & Grosso, 199 1; Norcini, Shea, &
Lipner, 1994) have so ught to address thi s iss ue by applying a commonitem design and a linear statistical technique to the data gathered when experts set
standards. In other words, rather than inputting data from examinees' scores (mean,
standard deviations , etc.) into the formulas listed above for the common-item
design, the data that are used in the calculations are generated via ap plication of
a standard-setting technique to each item in an examination. Specifically, for
many licensure and certification examinations, the pass/fa il point is chosen using
a variation on Angoff's standard-setting method (Angoff, 197111984). As part of
thi s process, a group of experts meets and each makes judgments about the
proportion of borderline examinees who would respond correctly to each item.
The result of this procedure is that each judge has "scores" on the whole test and
the anchor test. Statistics summarizi ng these scores over all judges can readily
be put into the equating formulas . Cutting score equivalents produced by thi s
method can be compared to the results obtained by traditional score equating and
to a criterion.
The series of studies concluded the following:
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1. Rescaling based on experts' judgments (approximately 8 to 10 judges
per group) was more accurate than equating based on examinee
samples of 100, 250, and 500, and performed about the same as
equatings based on samples of 1,000 and 2,000 examinees.
2. Results were stable for 25 or more common items and 5 or more
judges. The amount of error was approximately 1 item on a lOO-item
test. Increasing the number of common items or judges resulted in
little improvement in precision.
3. Transformed Angoff values were stable when compared to original
esti mates and bi as in the estimates was small. Thi s implies that
rescaled Angoff values could be included in an item bank, and
equivalent pass-fail decisions would result regardless of which items
were chosen for a particular form of the test.
4. Use of judges' estimates in a common-item design was robust to
unusual, or at least mismatched, common-item links that were fabricated of items either high or low in difficulty, and high or low in
discrimination.
In sum, this area of research is still in its infancy but the issue it raises, equating
at the cutting score, has relevance for certifying and licensing organizations.
Results of early studies are encouraging but need to be extended to other types of
examjnations and judges.

Criteria to Evaluate Equating
Criteria used to evaluate the outcomes of equating procedures vary from one
investigation to another. In empirical studies, such evaluation is often done by
equating a test to itself and looking at how much variation (drift) has occurred over
the numerous equatings. Another strategy is to define a "gold standard" criterion
based on logically and/or theoretically acceptable arguments. In either case,
researchers are apt to evaluate how well equated scores meet their criteria by
reporting mean differences, mean absolute differences, or root mean square errors.
Although these results are often convincing and informative, they frequently do not
address the needs in practice for evaluating equating results in ongoing testing
programs. Skaggs and Lissitz (l 986b) provide a very thoughtful discussion of the
issue. Additionally, Kolen (1990) points out the wisdom of using a " no equating"
condition as a criterion.

Standard Errors of Equating
Closely related to the topic of appropriate criteria is the issue of standard error.
For several of the conventional, linear methods, standard errors of equating have
been developed . See, for example, the discussion presented by Petersen et al.
(1989). Similarly, Jrujoura and Kolen (1985) present a method for estimating
standard errors of equipercentile equating. In their discussion they point out that
use of an inappro priate method (i.e., a linear method for a curvilinear relationship)
can be particulru'ly troublesome at the extremes of the distribution, where cutting
scores are often located.
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Misfitting Items
If IRT methods are used with the common-item design, the psychometrician
needs to expend considerable effort ensuring that the items in the link (as well as
the total tests) meet the assumptions of the particular model under investigation.
Though models may be robust with a few misfitting items (Cook, Eignor, &
Wingersky, 1987), research has not defined the limits outside of which misfit will
adversely affect the results.

Biased Items
Another aspect of equating that has only recently received attention is bias or
differential item functioning (Candell & Drasgow, 1988; Linn et aI., 1981). This
is a question of whether the items perform differently than expected with certain
subpopulations of examinees, for example, white and African American examinees,
or men and women. If so, then such items should not routinely be included as
common items (and should not even be in the test form) . Cook et al. (1987) discuss
the importance of making sure that none of the items in the anchor test are biased
for any examinee subgroup.

Alternative Item Formats
There is a need to investigate optimal equating designs and statistical techniques for item types other than multiple-choice questions (MCQs). Certainly,
MCQs remain representative of most testing programs. However, in many fields
there is a desire to move away from MCQs towards new formats such as
peliormance tests and simulations. Investigations are quickly needed to explore
how equating can be performed with alternative formats such as standardized
patients, essays, and portfolios that involve new issues such as multiple correct
answers and longer testing times per "item," thus limiting the number of test items
available.

Mu ltidimensional Tests
Many examinations used in professional licensure and certification settings
comprise multiple dimensions. Clearly this is a problem for the widely used IRT
models. Exploratory IRT work has begun to address multidimensional equating
(Hirsch, 1989), as well as determine how bias results from multidimensionality
(Oshima & Miller, 1992), but the methods are not widely used. On the other hand,
multidimensionality does not specifically pose a problem for equatings within
conventional theory, if the tests to be equated are similarly multidimensional (Cook
& Petersen, 1987).

Adaptive Testing
Throughout the testing field there is an increased emphasis on adaptive testing.
(See Wainer, 1990, for a comprehensive overview.) Generally speaking, this is the
procedure of administering different sets of items to each examinee, targeted to his
or her ability level. Consequently, each examinee may take different subsets of
items, and raw scores will not be directly comparable. A somewhat different issue,
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but still presenting the same problem, is that of tailored testing. In tailored testing,
examinees are allowed to select examination modules based on training and
practice characteristics and interests.
It is not immediately clear how equating could be applied to adaptive testing
using conventional equating techniques. An item bank in which all of the items
have been placed on the same scale using IRT procedures presents one solution to
these problems. However, issues of order and context effect could be potentially
troublesome because the location of item presentation will undoubtedly be different
for the calibration sample than for future examinees for whom the item is selected
during an administration (Petersen et aI., 1989).

Matching Exam inee Samples on Ability
Angoff and Cowell (1986) have shown that even slight heterogeneity in the
two equating groups can seriously impact on the equating transformations. A
solution to this problem may lie in matching, that is, artificially improving the
correspondence between the two examinee groups involved in the equating by
matching on some examination score or external criterion (Dorans, 1990). A set of
empirical studies in a special issue of Applied Measurement in Education (Wise,
Plake, & Mitchell, 1990), using both real and simulated data (Eignor, Stocking, &
Cook, 1990; Lawrence & Dorans, 1990; Livingston, Dorans, & Wright, 1990;
Schmitt et aI. , 1990), explored matching under several different conditions and with
different methods. Though theoretically a sound idea, the results suggest that, at
best, matching is risky (Kolen, 1990; Skaggs, 1990).

Other Issues
As one thinks about the test development and administration procedures for a
specific testing program, in all likelihood issues that have not been discussed, and
for which there is little research, will arise. For example, it many be necessary to
give test forms in different languages. Or, examinees with special needs may
require altered test administration procedures. A third example is the need to decide
what to do when test administration procedures are nonstandard for some examinees (the electricity goes out, there is distracting noise around the testing site). At
this point, research cannot suggest how to handle each of these unique events,
except to reiterate that the purpose of equating is to construct test scores that are
equivalent, thus insuring fairness to examinees. Adaptation of the best studied
methods described in this chapter should provide helpful responses .

SOFTWARE OPTIONS
Perform ing the statistical transformations required for equating can be done by
hand (or hand-calculator) if examinee samples are small and the less complex
conventional linear procedures are used. However, for ongoing testing programs
some type of software will almost always be needed.
With an examination scoring system already in use, and a desire to employ
conventional linear methods, it is not too demanding to write programs for equating
procedures using a standard statistical software package such as SPSS (Norusis,
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1992), SAS (SAS Institute, Inc., 1989), SYSTAT (Wilkinson, 1992), or BMDP
(Dixon, 1990), or, if the expertise is available, using a language such as Fortran or
C. Alternatively, a relatively new program for the widely used common-item
design is LEQUATE. The program can handle either internal or external anchors,
and it implements two widely used linear procedures (Tucker and Levine) (Waldron,
1988). It runs on IBMIPC and compatible DOS-based PCs. Documentation and
the program are available free of charge fro m William J. Waldron, Tampa Electric
Company, P.O. Box 111, Tampa, FL 33601.
Within item response theory (IRT) there are many choices; the three most
widely used to date are BICAL, LOGIST, and BILOG. Published reviews and
comparisons of various software programs are often helpful in making a selection
decision (e.g. , Harwell & Janosky , 1991; Mislevy & Stocking, 1989; Stone, 1992).
BICAL was developed for the one-parameter (Rasch) item calibration and
equating (Wright & Stone, 1979); as such it has relatively limited uses. It provides
estimated item parameters (the b or difficulty parameter on ly) and person ability
estimates. It uses maximum likelihood estimation procedures and is avai lable for
DOS-based PCs. In the past 20 years, the program has evolved from BICAL to
newer versions called BIGSTEPS, MSCALE, and MSTEPS. BIG STEPS is the
currently recommended PC version; it can reportedly handle responses for 20,000
examinees and 3,000 items. Information and prices on the program can be obtained
from MESA Press, 5835 S. Kimbark Avenue, Chicago, IL 60637; (312) 702- 1596
or (31 2) 288-5650 (phones); (312) 702-0248 (FAX).
LOG 1ST is a very comprehensive and flexible program, developed by Educational Testing Serv ices. It uses maximum likelihood estimation procedures and the
user can select the one-, two-, or three-parameter IRT models. A strength of this
program is that it has been in use for many years so there is ample literature to read
for ed ucational and comparative purposes. It does require relatively large sample
sizes for calibration. At this point it is only avai lable for use on a mainframe but
a personal computer version is forthcoming. Copies are available from Educational
Testing Service, Rosedale Road, Princeton, NJ 08541.
BILOG has become a popular IRT alternative in recent years. It uses marginal
maximum likelihood item parameter estimation procedures, and is capable of
handling one-, two-, or three-parameter IRT models. Scale scores can be estimated
with maximum likelihood, Bayes, or Bayes modal procedures. The program is
avai lab le for DOS and OS-2 based systems. Recent versions for UNIX operating
systems are also available and a Windows version is nearly ready for release. The
user' s manual is clear and helpful. Information regarding the software may be
obtained from Scientific Software International, 1525 East 53rd Street- Su ite 530,
Chicago,IL 60615-4530, (800) 247-6113 (phone); (312) 684-4979 (FAX). SSI
also offers several other IRT-based software programs appropriate for item formats
other than dichotomously scored (right/wrong) items: BIMAIN, MULTILOG,
PARSCALE, and TESTFACT.
With LOGIST and BILOG, equating can be achieved with concurrent calibration or the fixed bs method. However, if one is using a common-item design and
does not wish to recalibrate at each administration, then another method will have
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to be used to calculate the transformation constants and then rescale the estimateditem parameters and person abilities. One possibility that works reasonably well is
to use a standard statistical software package, such as SPSS (Norusis , 1992), SAS
(SAS Institute, Inc., 1989), SYSTAT (Wilkinson, 1992), or BMDP (Dixon, 1990),
and do your own programming. An alternative is to get access to routines used by
other investigators that were specifically designed for this purpose. Examples are
EQUATE and EQUATE 2.0, programs written in FORTRAN for use on DOSbased PCs. EQUATE was developed for dichotomously scored items and uses the
test characteristic curve method of equating. EQUATE-2 extends EQUATE
capabilities to include graded or nominal scoring procedures. They were designed
by Frank Baker and colleagues at the University of Wisconsin (Baker, AI-Karni, &
AI-Dosary, 1991; Baker, 1993) and are available upon request from Frank Baker,
Department of Educational Psychology, Educational Sciences Building, 1025 W.
Johnson Street, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706.
Final examples that one might find useful are RASCAL and AS CAL, marketed
by Assessment Systems Corporation. RASCAL computes item parameter estimates and person ability estimates within the one-parameter (Rasch) IRT model.
ASCAL performs the same tasks for the two- and three-parameter models. RASCAL estimates are based on an unconditional maximum likelihood estimation
procedure and AS CAL used Bayesian modal estimation. With RASCAL, the user
can "fix" item difficulties to predetermined values. With ASCAL, the user can link
(i.e., equate) items from different administrations onto a single scale during one run.
Both programs run on DOS-based personal computers. They reportedly can handle
up to 250 test items and several thousand exam inees (30,000 for RASCAL and
15,000 for ASCAL).
A potential benefit of RASCAL and ASCAL for some users is that they can
be integrated into a broader testing system called MicroCAT. MicroCAT is a
relatively complete test-design and administration system. Within the multifunction system, it is possible to develop items (with graphics), print test forms, do item
and test analysis, and create result report forms. If IRT is chosen for item analysis,
items can be calibrated with RASCAL or AS CAL. Conventional item analysis (and
thus, score equating) is also avai lable. MicroCAT is available from Assessment
System Corporation (2233 University Avenue, Suite 440, St. Paul, MN 55114). It
is also available from SAGE Publications, Inc. (P.O. Box 5084, Thousand Oaks,
CA 91359-9924). It might also be noted that the user can work with personnel at
Assessment System Corporation to develop customized packages to meet one's
particular needs .
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